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• EU markets



Flegt/APV: Plan

• Objective: to ensure good governance, respect of the forestry 

law in big concessions

• Indeed offer a good base to improve governance

• For a production oriented on exports particularly towards 

Europe

• Might however threaten FSC certification 

• But leaves export to Asia out of the scope

• Is inappropriate to enforce legality in the local market

• REDD might offer a framework to make progress on this 

issue



Commitment to VPA by the private 

sector
• Sceptical, uncredulous and commitment at first, 

• “we don’t believe in the administrations’ controls” 

• FSC certified companies felt Flegt/VPA might be an ally, 

levelling out the playing field

• The “due diligence” changed the state of mind of the private 

sector

• VPA is an opportunity to open a dialog with the administration 

and other stakeholders; Ex: RFA in Cameroon

• Today much stronger support: they view the VPA negotiations 

as an opportunity to put on the table many problems (example: 

fiscal mess in DRC)



VPA’s Achievements  

• Producers from countries not committed like RCI feel isolated 

and fear that European importers might turn their back on 

them

• Entrance of Illegal wood on the European market has gone 

down.

• It is difficult to know whether prices have gone up thanks to 

Flegt. Market for tropical wood is narrow; volatility is high. 



Flegt and FSC certification

• Companies have worked on FSC certification, looking for 

differentiation on the market. 

• On one side they need fair competition. If all their competitors 

share a similar cost structure, then certification is less of a 

burden. 

• On the other side they need a clear recognition on the market

• Will the market require more than just Flegt?  



Markets out of scope

• Exports to Asian countries are not really 

affected



The local market: 

• Most VPA agreement have included the local market

• Governments have to solve a problem. How can the 

administration secure a source of legal wood for the 

national consumption and local craftsmen?

• The local market is supplied by informal (illegal) 

sources.

• According to CIFOR’s studies local consumption 

reaches volumes comparable to exports. 

• Eradicating informal and illegal logging will be 

difficult



Flegt and REDD

• Flegt open the dialog with all forest 

stakeholders

• Redd has  top-down approach and doesn’t 

involve so much civil society

• However Redd requires good governance and 

Flegt needs a deeper enforcement to tackle 

issues related to the local market

• REDD might offer tools to deal with these 

issues 



Conclusion

• Flegt/ VPA has brought a lot of changes and improved 

governance

• It has to be further implemented 

• A link with REDD has to be worked out 


